
Coral Powell Photography
preserving in art



what is my emphasis?
As a deeply sentimental sap, my personal goal is to
preserve all of the emotions, all of the magic, and all
of the things you've been envisioning in the most
authentic and artful way. I love utilizing shadows,
natural lights & prisms to capture your day in an
editorial meets documentary fashion!

A mix of classic honest color tone and creative use of
details, portraiture, and candids! 

lover of black and whites & always down to add on
rolls of 35mm film! 



Investments

ONE PHOTOGRAPHER $2,000

5 hours of coverage included 
professionally edited photos
full digital gallery for print & download

WITH A SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER $2,500

get all of your special moments from multiple angles
and rest assured that every aspect of your day is
documented



Full day of coverage
FULL DAY COVERAGE 
WITH TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS $3,000

8 hours of coverage with ME your main photographer
from getting ready to grand exit & 5 hours of a second
photographer I trust and love helping capture every
angle

Full gallery of professionally sorted & edited photos
into a curated downloadable gallery for print & share

Included Engagement session prior to wedding day in
the greater San Diego area great for use of
announcements, posts & Invitations



LETS MAKE ART



what is our style
vision about
We present to your attention the layout of the
photos created by our company.



How to get on the
schedule

Email me. lets chat. 

I will forward to you my personal questionnaire
that allows me to get to know you, your partner,
and your day! 

Once we dial in the details of which package fits
your needs best, a $500 non refundable retainer
is due to secure your spot on my schedule 

The payment will go towards your final cost and
be required hand and hand with your custom
contract & Invoice 



Look Forward to hearing from you!


